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Practical Law New Zealand

Focus on high-value work with time-saving local practical resources written in collaboration with 
New Zealand’s leading firms. 

Provide greater client value with an enhanced library of guidance and precedents with 30+ years’ 
worth of global content from the UK and around the world. 

Advise with certainty knowing you have instant access to the most up-to-date toolkits, practice 
notes, standard documents and clauses, checklists and flowcharts and automated documents.

Practical Law 
Transactional and 
Regulatory 

INCLUDES 
All Practical Law NZ 
topics and transactional 
Practical Law UK topics 

SUITABLE FOR 
Legal professionals 
needing a collection 
of core corporate and 
commercial precedents 
and guidance 

Practical Law 
Standard 

INCLUDES 
All Practical Law NZ 
topics and Practical Law 
UK topics 

SUITABLE FOR 
Legal professionals 
needing a comprehensive 
collection of precedents 
and guidance

Practical Law 
Premium 

INCLUDES 
All Practical Law NZ 
topics and Practical Law 
UK topics, plus sector-
specific collections and 
dynamic research tools 

SUITABLE FOR 
Legal professionals 
needing a comprehensive 
collection of precedents 
and guidance, whose 
practice also has a focus 
on one or more specific 
industry sectors

Practical Law 
Global 
Premium

INCLUDES 
All practical law content 
and tools from all 
geographies 

SUITABLE FOR 
Legal professionals 
needing a comprehensive 
collection of precedents 
and guidance, whose 
practice crosses 
borders and who need 
to understand the law 
outside NZ 

Flexible packages, great value, simple pricing 



Resources and Features

Practice Notes

Get up to speed quickly with straightforward how-to 
guidance and clear explanations of current law and 
practice, ranging from primers to expert analysis.

Standard Documents and Clauses

Quickly draft or benchmark agreements, deals, 
filings, and more using Practical Law precedents that 
feature expert guidance and can be downloaded and 
saved in Microsoft® Word for easy editing.

Trackers

Convenient tracking of key legislation, cases, dates 
and other developments.

Checklists and Flowcharts

Quick-reference reminders for use in common 
transactions to ensure you’ve covered everything.

Linking to new Westlaw NZ content

Access new Westlaw® NZ cases, legislation, journals 
and current awareness through direct linking from 
Practical Law resources, topic pages and sector 
pages.

Ask

Our editorial team is available to answer your legal 
queries through our Ask service. Ask a question, get 
help finding a resource, and see what your peers are 
saying. We use your feedback to further evolve and 
refine our resources.

Current Awareness

Customise your daily, weekly and monthly emails 
covering legal updates written by our experienced 
team, keeping you up-to-date on what you need  
to know and why.

Automation Tools

Fast Draft automated drafting, Annotation feature  
for making personal and shared notes on 
resources, and FirmStyle for converting documents 
to your  house style.

Key Dates Calendar

Use the key dates calendar to identify upcoming  
legal landmarks within your practice area. 

BCI Tools

The Business Crime Investigations tools include the 
sentence range calculator which helps you 
estimate the range of fine for a particular criminal 
offence and the corporate convictions tracker that 
keeps you on  top of recent corporate convictions.

To learn more and to start your free trial of Practical Law New Zealand, 
contact your sales representative or visit thomsonreuters.co.nz/practical-law.

https://www.thomsonreuters.co.nz/landingpages/practical-law/nz-resources.aspx?cid=AEMLegalLeadGen:ANZ-PL-NZRelaunch&chl=van&sfdccampaignid=7014O000001j39V



